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With software designed specifically for process 
manufacturers, Blend ERP by Starling Solutions 
extends NetSuite into the chemical 
manufacturing markets.

Accurately tracking product formulations, 
maintaining regulatory compliance, determining 
total product costs and managing hazardous 
materials (HAZMAT) documentation requirements 
are just some of the key responsibilities of chemical 
manufacturers. These companies must strike a 
balance between constantly changing regulations 
and their own long-term financial viability.

For most, that means complying with requirements 
from the Environmental Protection Agency (for 
emissions, spills and toxic materials), the 
Occupational Safety and Health Administration (for 
workplace health and safety) and the Department 
of Transportation (for the storage, use and transport 
of chemicals). Compliance is critical and often 
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falls squarely on the shoulders of the companies 
manufacturing the goods. For example, the Toxic 
Substances Chemical Act (TSCA) of 1976 places the 
responsibility of compliance on producers.

Managing these complexities today requires robust 
software that can handle formulation tracking, 
product tracing, product costing, regulatory 
compliance, logistics and complete financial 
management. Without a unified system to manage 
these and the other intricacies in the sector, chemical 
manufacturers are left to run their businesses using 
manual, disparate and disconnected technology. 

This guide explores the key challenges that chemical 
manufacturers are grappling with and explains how 
cloud Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) combined 
with an industry-specific tool can help them save 
time, minimize risk, reduce waste and improve quality 
and compliance.
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Tackling Chemical Manufacturing’s 
Compliance Requirements       
Whether they’re developing formulas for a new line 
of beauty creams or conducting quality control on 
55-gallon drums filled with chemicals, chemical 
manufacturers must follow strict guidelines and 
adhere to established standards when making 
their products.

These requirements intensified in 2020, when the 
global pandemic increased the need for precise 
product tracing, tracking and accountability. When 
global supply chain issues emerged, manufacturers 
found themselves having to tighten up their 
inventory management processes in the midst 
of an economic recession. Facing thinner profit 
margins, labor shortages and reduced factory 
throughputs due to new social distancing 
requirements, companies were dealing with a 
perfect storm of issues.

Beyond the Basics
The chemical manufacturing industry faces 
challenges like unexpected variations in commodity 
prices, a growing number of product recalls and 
quality audits. Meanwhile, the need to better 
manage manufacturing and operational data 
is taking its toll on companies’ bottom lines. 
Manufacturers must also comply with toxic 
chemical management and HAZMAT risks, neither 
of which can be managed effectively using basic 
software and/or manual systems.

“Chemical manufacturers must have a reliable IT 
infrastructure and ERP system that can analyze 
operational data, support critical business functions 
and ensure improved organizational transparency,” 
Infiniti Research points out. This infrastructure 
helps process manufacturers tackle three of their 
biggest challenges, which include:

• Tracking product formulations. Manufacturers 
not only need to know what’s going into their 
products today, but also the full history of those 
formulations. Armed with this information, 

companies know whether their formulas went 
through the appropriate development, review and 
quality control processes before being transformed 
into saleable goods.

• Knowing their true product costs. With commodity 
prices constantly in flux, chemical manufacturers 
have to be able to accurately cost their product 
development processes to ensure they make a 
profit. This is a major issue for chemical companies, 
which work on very thin margins. “This is 
something that they can’t accomplish using basic 
technology and manual systems,” said Mark 
Baker, Partner at Starling Solutions, Inc., a NetSuite 
Alliance and SuiteCloud Developer (SDN) Partner. 

• Maintaining the right documentation. All chemical 
manufacturers use safety data sheets (SDS), 
technical papers that specify the properties of each 
product and its proper handling procedures. These 
documents must be produced for every product 
made and must then be distributed to customers 
and updated over time. Companies also need to 
produce the right HAZMAT bills of lading (BOL) for 
every shipment. Manufacturers that ignore these 
requirements risk steep fines from state and/or 
federal governments. 

Unfortunately, many chemical manufacturers use on-
premises software solutions or entry-level systems 
to run their operations. Most of these offer only basic 
functionalities and none of them can effectively 
manage the complexities of process manufacturing 
on the front-end and financials on the back-end. 

A Supercharger for Chemical Manufacturers     
Blend ERP by Starling Solutions, a collection of 
SuiteApps, is the first and only NetSuite application 
to be purpose-built for batch manufacturing, 
formula/recipe management and HAZMAT 
documentation. It allows companies to address their 
unique manufacturing requirements—and the 
intricacies of their production and shipping 
processes—within NetSuite, without the need for 
external software or ad hoc manual workarounds.
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Blend ERP’s five modules include formula/recipe 
management, batch manufacturing, quality control, 
HAZMAT documentation and SDS management. 
The modules are available as a group or standalone, 
with most software implementations taking under 
30 days (for existing NetSuite customers) or around 
three to four months (for new ERP implementations).

Blend ERP Batch Manufacturing optimizes batches 
for greater manufacturing efficiency, reduces errors, 
tightens quality controls and eliminates patchwork 
software systems, while the Global HAZMAT 
Documentation module prepares all documents with 
one click, allows for easy configuration of HAZMAT 
details by item and produces all of the related 
documentation (e.g. BOLs and shipping papers) 
on-demand.

Using the SDS Management module, chemical 
manufacturers can manage effective and expiration 
dates, use system-generated notifications prior 
to expiration, attach SDS documents to specific 
transactions, update those documents with a 
single click and then print out the associated SDS 
documents along with the transactions or 
shipping paperwork.

“Blend ERP is like a supercharger for chemical 
manufacturing,” said Baker, who sees the costing 
module as a particularly critical tool for chemical 
manufacturers, based on the related challenges 
outlined earlier in this guide.

Blend ERP’s SDS management SuiteApp helps 
chemical manufacturers maintain and distribute the 
required documentation for all of their products. 

“Manufacturers worry about standard costs and lot-number costs. They 
usually can’t get visibility into either of these to a very high degree with 
their existing platforms, yet these are functions that NetSuite handles 
deftly.” Mark Baker, Partner, Starling Solutions, Inc.
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Other key benefits include the time savings that 
comes from not having employees manage 
processes across multiple systems and the 
operational efficiencies associated with improved 
product formulation. In addition, SDS and HAZMAT 
audits become easier and compliance improves.

In a business environment where remote work 
has become the norm, cloud ERP helps bring 
employees together on a single platform, enabling 
high levels of productivity and accountability even 
when individuals aren’t in the same building.

“When COVID-19 emerged, manufacturers that 
were already live with NetSuite and Blend ERP’s 
SuiteApps seamlessly transitioned to the work 
from home approach,” said Baker, “and with little 
or no disruption to their businesses, demand on 
their personnel or need to invest in more systems 
to adapt to the shift. That’s because these systems 
were pre-built with the modern world in mind.”

It also ensures that those documents don’t run past 
their expiration dates. “This provides an internal 
audit process based on the calendar,” said Baker, 
“and automatically produces documents at the time 
of shipment and/or manufacture.”

On the HAZMAT side, Blend ERP produces the 
shipping paperwork or the HAZMAT BOL, captures 
the HAZMAT properties of a specific product as it’s 
entered into the system and then combines all of 
that data at the time of shipment to produce—with 
one click—a HAZMAT-compliant BOL on the fly.

Going a step further, the solution also knows when 
two sets of documentation will be needed and 
produces them when the shipment requires it. A 
chemical manufacturer that’s shipping goods from 
Toronto to Miami, for instance, will likely need both 
over-the-road trucks and ocean vessels to get the 
products to their final destination. That requires 
two different sets of paperwork that Blend ERP will 
automatically generate with a single click.

Reducing Technology Clutter     
Starling Solutions’ founding partners are long-time 
NetSuite users who have hands-on experience 
in the process manufacturing industry, having 
previously worked in a chemical manufacturing, 
distribution and service company. And while Blend 
ERP has been—and continues to be—honed over 
time based on user feedback and requests, its core 
functionalities are rooted in its makers’ personal 
experience in the space.

“We know these process manufacturers’ pains 
because we’ve lived them ourselves,” said Baker. 
“Our customers get pretty excited when they realize 
that they no longer have to use Excel to generate a 
BOL, refer to their ERP system for item information 
and then use an SDS database to find and print 
product documentation. With NetSuite and Blend 
ERP, that all happens on one platform and within a 
few seconds.”

NetSuite and Blend ERP begin 
to deliver results on their first 
day of use. With all of their data 
and documentation in one 
place, chemical manufacturers 
can effectively eliminate all of 
their manual systems, duplicate 
entries and other solutions that 
have been bogging them down 
for years. 
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